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Face recognition is impaired when changes are made to external face features (e.g., hair-
style), even when all internal features (i.e., eyes, nose, mouth) remain the same. Eye
movement monitoring was used to determine the extent to which altered hairstyles affect
processing of face features, thereby shedding light on how internal and external features
are stored in memory. Participants studied a series of faces, followed by a recognition
test in which novel, repeated, and manipulated (altered hairstyle) faces were presented.
Recognition was higher for repeated than manipulated faces. Although eye movement pat-
terns distinguished repeated from novel faces, viewing of manipulated faces was similar
to that of novel faces. Internal and external features may be stored together as one unit
in memory; consequently, changing even a single feature alters processing of the other
features and disrupts recognition.
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INTRODUCTION
Identifying faces is critical for everyday life. However, eyewit-
ness identification research has shown that our memories for
previously viewed faces is often imperfect, and can be highly mal-
leable (Weingardt et al., 1995), such that erroneous eyewitness
identification of the “culprit” has been reported as the most com-
mon reason for convicting the innocent (Wells et al., 1998). One
potential factor underlying this effect may be the change in the
culprit’s appearance from initial viewing to subsequent identifi-
cation in a police line-up. Indeed, previous research has reported
that transformations made to a face across viewings (Shapiro and
Penrod, 1986), such as changing a face’s viewing angle, expres-
sion (Woodhead et al., 1979; Krouse, 1981; Bruce, 1982; Bartlett
and Leslie, 1986), facial hair (Patterson and Baddeley, 1977), or
adding/removing glasses to a face (Terry, 1993), can each impair
recognition.

Interestingly, however, while such changes alter the way in
which the internal features of the face are portrayed – and thus
it would seem intuitive that subsequent recognition would be
impaired – changes to external features, such as one’s hairstyle,
have also been found to impair recognition of faces (Patterson
and Baddeley, 1977). For example, face recognition was disrupted
when the set of internal features for a previously studied face were,
during the recognition test, placed onto a new face structure that
included a different chin, face outline, and hair (Sinha and Poggio,
1996, 2002). Such findings suggest that the internal and exter-
nal features of a face are stored holistically; that is, internal and
external face features are stored together in memory as one unit
(e.g., Andrews et al., 2010; Axelrod and Yovel, 2010). As a result,
changing either an internal or external feature across viewings
could result in processing of the face as if it were entirely new,
thereby negatively impacting recognition. Alternatively, internal

and external face features may be maintained separately in mem-
ory, such that altering one does not impact the processing of the
other. In particular, it has been suggested that there are specialized
neural mechanisms devoted to processing the eyes (Itier and Batty,
2009). In that case, a face with a manipulated hairstyle may still
be processed as a face that has been previously viewed (or at least
some face features, such as the eyes, would be processed as pre-
viously viewed), even if explicit recognition is impaired. Finally,
a manipulated face may be processed as if the face were repeated,
but this processing may not be used to guide explicit recognition.
For instance, the processing of an altered external feature may
signal a “novel” response, whereas the processing of the internal
features signals a “repeated” response. Such conflicting response
signals may produce interference and ultimately result in impaired
recognition.

In the current study, we used eye movement monitoring to
determine the extent to which altering an external feature would
influence processing of a previously viewed face, including view-
ing to internal face features. Eye movements are sensitive to prior
exposure; for instance, previously viewed faces are sampled with
fewer eye fixations compared to novel faces (Althoff and Cohen,
1999). Differences in viewing of repeated versus novel faces can
be observed early, and prior to explicit recognition responses
(e.g., Althoff and Cohen, 1999; Stacey et al., 2005; Ryan et al.,
2007). Moreover, eye movements are sensitive to changes that have
occurred to a previously viewed stimulus, early during viewing
(Riggs et al., 2010), and even in the absence of explicit awareness
for what has changed (e.g., Ryan et al., 2000; Ryan and Cohen,
2004). Consequently, eye movement monitoring was used in the
current work to determine the extent to which viewers’ eye move-
ments revealed memory for previously viewed, but manipulated
faces, separate from explicit recognition reports.
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Participants studied a set of novel younger and older faces,
followed by a recognition test during which participants viewed
novel faces, faces that had been previously viewed in the same
form (repeated faces), or faces that had an altered hairstyle from a
previous viewing (manipulated faces). Participants were asked to
identify the faces that had been previously viewed, even if the
hairstyle had been altered. Eye movement patterns were ana-
lyzed with respect to the entire face, as well as to the altered
external (hair) and internal features, to determine the influence
of prior exposure and manipulation on face processing. Addi-
tionally, changes in eye movement patterns as a result of prior
exposure were assessed with respect to the explicit recognition
reports to determine the relationship between face processing and
recognition.

If manipulated faces were viewed in the same manner as novel
faces, this would suggest that the internal and external facial fea-
tures may be stored together as one unit in memory; consequently,
changing one feature would result in a face being processed as
“novel.” However, if the internal features of manipulated faces
were viewed in the same manner as repeated faces, and there were
a change in the viewing of the external feature (hair) between
manipulated and repeated faces, such findings would suggest that
internal and external face features are stored separately in memory.
If viewing of manipulated faces were distinguished from view-
ing of both repeated and novel faces, two explanations could
explain this finding. First, this could suggest that the internal
and external facial features are stored separately, but the mem-
ory for the altered face feature may influence the processing of
other, unaltered, face features. Alternatively, this could suggest
that the face features are stored together in memory, and view-
ers are matching the holistic representations against the presented
stimulus in an effort to obtain an overall “similarity” signal. To
then distinguish between these two possibilities, it would be use-
ful to examine viewing to the specific face features. If viewers are
maintaining features separately in memory, eye movements may
reveal that the hair is the manipulated feature, whereas other fea-
tures are repeated. However, if viewers are obtaining an overall
similarity signal, viewers may not have specific, detailed mem-
ory for which distinct features have been altered versus repeated.
Ultimately, the findings from the current work will contribute
to our understanding of how faces are processed and stored in
memory.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-four younger adults [age range = 19–27 (mean: 22.5, SD:
2.5)] from the Rotman Research Institute participant pool partic-
ipated in exchange for monetary compensation. All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

APPARATUS
Stimuli were presented on a 19′′ Dell M991 monitor (resolution
1024 × 768) from a distance of 24′′. A head-mounted SR Research
Ltd. EyeLink II system monitored eye movements with a temporal
resolution of 2 ms. Eye movement calibration was repeated if the
error at any calibration point was greater than 1˚ or if the mean
error for all nine calibration points was greater than 0.5˚.

STIMULI AND DESIGN
Twenty younger and 20 older female faces were created, each with
their own unique hair style, using FACES 4.0, a photo compos-
ite program. All faces were grayscale and were displayed from the
neck upward; none had glasses or jewelry.

An equal number of younger faces were displayed with hair that
was pinned up, short, medium, or long, and an equal number of
older faces were displayed with hair that was short and curly, short
and straight, medium, or long (Figure 1). Hair for the older faces
was always presented as light in shade, whereas hair for the younger
faces was presented equally often across faces and hairstyles as
light, medium, and dark-colored in shade. Faces and hairstyles
were counterbalanced such that across participants, hairstyles and
faces were each shown as novel, repeated, and manipulated; within
each participant, each hairstyle was seen on one face in one con-
dition. Hairstyles were not shared across faces, and all hairstyles
within each age group were unique.

The experiment consisted of five study blocks followed by a
recognition test block. Participants viewed 20 faces singly, once
in each of the five study blocks. Equal numbers of younger ver-
sus older faces were presented. The order of the faces within each
study block was randomized. During the recognition test, partic-
ipants were shown 30 faces: 10 faces were new (novel), 10 faces
were presented in the same form as in the study blocks (repeated),
and 10 faces were presented with an altered hairstyle from previ-
ous viewings during the study blocks (manipulated). Within each
face type (novel, repeated, manipulated), half of the faces were
younger and half were older faces. Each face was presented once
within the test block, and the order of the faces was randomized.
The presentation of the faces was counterbalanced such that each
version (original, manipulated) of a face was viewed as a novel,
repeated, or manipulated face equally often across participants, so
that comparisons of eye movements are made across physically
identical stimuli (e.g., Ryan et al., 2000).

PROCEDURE
During the study block, participants were instructed to imagine
themselves as a border official who was required to examine and
later recognize faces of people wanted for questioning. Participants
were asked to study the faces without reference to, or in exclusion
of, any particular feature. Each face was viewed singly for 5 s in
each of the study blocks. To ensure that participants remained
engaged in studying the faces, participants were asked to judge
the age of each face on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = 21–30; 2 = 31–40;
3 = 41–50; 4 = 51–60; 5 = 61–70) following the presentation of
each face. After all five study blocks were complete, the Extended
Range Vocabulary Test (ERVT) was administered.

In the recognition test block, participants were shown faces of
people who were in line to cross the border, and were told to iden-
tify which were wanted for questioning (i.e., identify the faces that
had been viewed during the study blocks) via a button press and
verbal response. Participants viewed each face singly for 7 s and
were instructed to respond that a face was “old” for previously
viewed faces from the study block in either the same or altered
form, or respond “new” for completely novel faces. Participants
were told that the faces could have changed since the previous
viewing, but no specific details were provided regarding the nature
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FIGURE 1 | Examples of stimuli – (top row from left to right): younger stimuli with hair put up, short, medium, and long hair; (bottom row from left to

right): older stimuli with short and curly hair, short and straight hair, medium and long hair.

of the change. In addition, participants were asked to make their
response during the 7-s presentation of the face. The face remained
on the screen even after the decision was made, such that the faces
were always viewed for the full 7 s. If the trial time elapsed and
no button press response was recorded, the participant’s verbal
recognition response was recorded after the trial was complete.
Participants’ eye movements were recorded during both the study
and recognition test blocks, but for the current work which exam-
ines the influence of prior exposure on eye movements, only the
eye movement data from the recognition block are presented.

REACTION TIME AND EYE MOVEMENT ANALYSES
A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with one
within-subject factor of face type (novel, repeated, manipulated)
was used to examine differences in participants’ response times
(measured from stimulus onset) for the recognition judgment.
The same analysis was conducted on a set of eye movement mea-
sures. These eye movement measures were analyzed separately for
the period prior to and following the recognition response. To
examine viewing to the entire face, the measures of rate of fixations
made to the stimuli (number of fixations made per second), and
the rate of transitions made between face features (number of tran-
sitions made per second) were used. Viewing was also examined
with respect to the critical external feature that could be altered
(hair), and to internal features (eyes, nose, mouth); each were
defined through an experimenter-drawn region of interest. View-
ing to the features was examined using the measures of: the time,
from stimulus onset, at which participants first directed their view-
ing to the feature (time of first fixation), and the time spent viewing
the feature once participants first arrived to these regions, prior to
leaving the region, as a proportion of total viewing time to the
face (proportion of viewing time in the first gaze). These measures
were used to indicate the extent to which changes to the hair were
identified via eye movements, and the extent to which changes
to the hair influenced viewing to internal features. A fixation was

defined as the absence of any saccade (e.g., the velocity of two
successive eye movement samples exceeds 22˚/s over a distance of
0.1˚) or blink (e.g., pupil is missing for three or more samples)
activity.

The eye movement analyses as noted above were repeated
using the within-subject factor of response type (novel-correct,
repeated-correct, manipulated-correct, manipulated-incorrect),
instead of face type, to examine the relationship between changes
in eye movement patterns and explicit recognition (Ryan et al.,
2000; Ryan and Cohen, 2004). Novel-incorrect and repeated-
incorrect trials were not included in the analyses due to the limited
amount of trials for these response types. In addition, a number of
participants did not have trials in every response condition – one
participant correctly classified each manipulated face as“repeated,”
one participant did not view the hair region of manipulated-
correct faces, and three participants did not view the hair region
of manipulated-incorrect faces. As a result, these five participants
were excluded from the respective analyses.

Note that analyses of recognition accuracy, time of first fixation,
and rate of fixations and transitions were initially conducted with
the additional within-subject factor of face age (younger, older)
although face age was not the primary factor of interest for the cur-
rent research questions. Analyses of the proportion of viewing time
in the first gaze to either the hair or eyes were not conducted with
face age because this limited the number of participants who could
be included, as some did not have data in each condition. Face age
interacted with either face type or response type for only one mea-
sure. Therefore, face age was removed from subsequent analyses
and only significant interactions with face type or response type
will be reported in the results section. In addition, it is important
to note that the nose and mouth each received less than 12 and
6% of total viewing time, respectively, across all three face types,
and due to the use of analyses that examined viewing before/after
the recognition responses, there were too few trials to properly
examine viewing effects to these regions.
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RESULTS
RECOGNITION ACCURACY
Trials for which a button press response was not recorded, but for
which a verbal response was provided were included in this analysis
(3% of total trials). Corrected accuracy was calculated as hit rate
(repeated or manipulated faces called “old”) minus false alarm
rate (novel faces called “old”), and was analyzed using a repeated-
measures ANOVA with the within-subject factor of face type
(repeated, manipulated). Recognition memory was impaired for
faces that had undergone a change in an external face feature from
a previous viewing; participants were significantly more accurate
at identifying repeated (M = 0.80, SE = 0.04) versus manipulated
(M = 0.50, SE = 0.05) faces as having been previously viewed [F(1,
23) = 92.00, p < 0.001; Table 1].

REACTION TIME
A significant main effect of face type (novel, repeated, manipu-
lated) was found for participant response times [F(2, 46) = 19.05,
p < 0.001]. Participants were fastest to respond to repeated
faces [M = 1.94 s, SE = 0.13 s; repeated versus novel faces:
t (23) = −4.71, p < 0.001; repeated versus manipulated faces:
t (23) = −6.35, p < 0.001], and no differences were observed
between novel (M = 2.67 s, SE = 0.14 s) and manipulated faces
[M = 2.77 s, SE = 0.11 s; t (23) = −0.69, p > 0.45]. The same pat-
tern of results emerged when only correct trials were considered
(see Table 2 for relevant means and SE).

ARRIVAL TO THE HAIR AND EYES
There was no significant main effect of face type (novel, repeated,
manipulated) or response type (novel-correct, repeated-correct,
manipulated-correct, manipulated-incorrect) for the measure of
time of first fixation to either the hair [face type: F(2, 46) = 1.54,
p > 0.20; response type: F(3, 54) = 1.36, p > 0.25] or eyes (Fs < 1;
Figure 2). Planned comparisons between response types with
respect to first fixation time to the hair yielded no significant
differences.

VIEWING PRIOR TO THE RESPONSE
Viewing of the face
A significant effect of face type (novel, repeated, manipulated)
was found for the fixation rate prior to the recognition response

Table 1 | Mean (SE) hit and false alarm recognition rates.

Hit rate False alarm rate

Repeated faces 0.98 (0.01) 0.19 (0.04)

Manipulated faces 0.68 (0.03) 0.19 (0.04)

Table 2 | Mean reaction time in seconds (with SE).

Face type All trials: mean

reaction time (SE)

Correct trials: mean

reaction time (SE)

Novel 2.67 (0.14) 2.58 (0.14)

Repeated 1.94 (0.13) 1.92 (0.13)

Manipulated 2.78 (0.11) 2.76 (0.13)

[F(2, 46) = 6.22, p < 0.01]. Repeated faces were sampled at a
lower fixation rate compared to either novel [t (23) = −2.31,
p < 0.05] or manipulated faces [t (23) = −3.58, p < 0.01]. The fix-
ation rate for novel and manipulated faces did not significantly
differ [t (23) = −0.73, p > 0.45; Figure 3A]. Similarly, a marginal
main effect of face type was found for the transition rate prior to
the response [F(2, 46) = 2.89, p = 0.07]; fewer transitions per sec-
ond were made toward repeated (M = 1.44, SE = 0.14) compared
to either novel [M = 1.57, SE = 0.10; t (23) = −1.76, p = 0.09] or
manipulated faces [M = 1.61, SE = 0.11; t (23) = −1.98, p = 0.06],
with no difference between novel and manipulated faces
[t (23) = −0.55, p > 0.55]. When including face age into the analy-
sis, a significant interaction between face type and face age
emerged for the transition rate prior to recognition response
[F(2, 46) = 3.89, p < 0.05]. The pattern as described above was
observed when participants viewed older faces [repeated ver-
sus novel: t (23) = −2.62, p < 0.05; repeated versus manipulated:
t (23) = −2.16, p < 0.05; novel versus manipulated: t (23) = 0.59,
p > 0.55]; however, when viewing younger faces, no signifi-
cant differences were found between face types [repeated ver-
sus novel: t (23) = −0.09, p > 0.90; repeated versus manipulated:
t (23) = −1.24, p > 0.20; novel versus manipulated: t (23) = −1.23,
p > 0.20].

When considering participants’ explicit responses, a simi-
lar pattern was observed [F(3, 66) = 4.14, p < 0.01]. Repeated-
correct faces were sampled at a significantly lower fixa-
tion rate compared to novel-correct [t (22) = −2.33, p < 0.05],
manipulated-correct [t (22) = −3.32, p < 0.01] or manipulated-
incorrect faces [t (22) = −2.74, p < 0.05; Figure 3B]. There
was no significant difference in the fixation rate made to
novel versus manipulated faces, regardless of whether the
manipulated face was correctly identified as having been
previously viewed [novel-correct versus manipulated-correct:
t (22) = −0.65, p > 0.50; novel-correct versus manipulated-
incorrect: t (22) = −0.75, p > 0.45; manipulated-correct ver-
sus manipulated-incorrect: t (22) = −0.28, p > 0.75]. Simi-
larly, a marginal effect of response type was found for
the transition rate prior to the response [F(3, 66) = 2.43,
p = 0.07]. Repeated-correct faces (M = 1.44, SE = 0.15) were
sampled at a lower transition rate compared to novel-correct
[M = 1.59, SE = 0.11; t (22) = −1.82, p = 0.08], manipulated-
correct [M = 1.60, SE = 0.12; t (22) = −1.70, p = 0.10] or
manipulated-incorrect faces [M = 1.66, SE = 0.10; t (22) = −2.12,
p < 0.05]. There was no significant difference in the tran-
sition rate made to novel versus manipulated faces, regard-
less of whether the manipulated face was correctly identi-
fied as having been previously viewed [novel-correct versus
manipulated-correct: t (22) = −0.19, p > 0.80; novel-correct ver-
sus manipulated-incorrect: t (22) = −0.93, p > 0.35; manipulated-
correct versus manipulated-incorrect: t (22) = −0.67, p > 0.50].

Viewing of the hair
When considering only those trials where the first gaze of the hair
was completed before the recognition response (32% of all trials),
there was no significant effect of face type or response type for the
proportion of viewing time in the first gaze to the hair (Fs < 1;
Figures 4A,B).
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FIGURE 2 |Time (seconds) of the first fixation made to the eye and hair regions for (A) face type: novel, repeated, and manipulated faces; (B) response

type: novel-correct, repeated-correct, manipulated-correct, manipulated-incorrect. Error bars represent SEM.

Viewing of the eyes
When considering only those trials where the first gaze to the
eyes was completed before the recognition response (82% of
all trials), there was no significant effect of face type for the
proportion of viewing time in the first gaze [F(2, 44) = 1.70,
p > 0.15; Figure 4A]; however there was a significant effect of
response type [F(3, 60) = 3.18, p < 0.05]. Participants spent a
significantly higher proportion of viewing time in the first gaze
to the eyes of manipulated-correct faces compared to repeated-
correct [t (20) = 2.34, p < 0.05] or manipulated-incorrect faces
[t (20) = 2.03, p = 0.06], with no difference found when compared
to novel-correct faces [t (20) = 1.50, p > 0.15; Figure 4B]. There
was no difference in viewing between novel-correct and repeated-
correct faces [t (20) = 1.23, p > 0.20], and there was a mar-
ginal difference between novel-correct and manipulated-incorrect
faces [t (20) = 1.77, p = 0.09]. There was no difference between
viewing of repeated-correct and manipulated-incorrect faces
[t (22) = 0.35, p > 0.70]. Thus, viewing of the eyes of manipulated
faces that would go on to be endorsed as “repeated” was largely
similar to that of novel faces, whereas viewing of manipulated
faces called “novel” was largely similar to that of repeated faces.

Interim summary
Consistent with previous work (e.g., Althoff and Cohen, 1999),
the rate of fixations and transitions distinguished repeated from
novel faces prior to the explicit response. Although participants
had prior exposure to the manipulated faces during the study
blocks, participants viewed manipulated faces in the same manner
as novel faces. There was increased viewing of the eyes of manip-
ulated faces that were correctly endorsed as “repeated” compared
to the eyes of repeated faces, suggesting that information obtained
from the eyes may contribute to explicit recognition of the face;
however, this finding should be interpreted with caution as view-
ing to the eyes of manipulated faces was not distinguished from
that of novel faces, and in turn, viewing of novel faces was not
significantly different from viewing of repeated faces.

VIEWING AFTER THE RESPONSE
Viewing of the face
A significant main effect of face type was found for fixa-
tion rate following the recognition response [F(2, 46) = 3.60,
p < 0.05]. Repeated faces were sampled at a lower fixation rate
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FIGURE 3 | Mean fixation rate (fixations per second) before and after participants’ recognition response across (A) face type: novel, repeated, and

manipulated faces; and (B) response type: novel-correct, repeated-correct, manipulated-correct, manipulated-incorrect. Error bars represent SEM.

compared to either novel [t (23) = −2.37, p < 0.05] or manipu-
lated faces [t (23) = −2.43, p < 0.05]. The fixation rate for novel
and manipulated faces did not significantly differ [t (23) = 0.87,
p > 0.35; Figure 3A]. Similarly, a significant main effect of face
type was found for the transition rate after the response [F(2,
46) = 9.83, p < 0.001]; fewer transitions per second were made
toward repeated (M = 1.19, SE = 0.10) compared to either novel
[M = 1.40, SE = 0.10; t (23) = −4.03, p < 0.05] or manipulated
faces [M = 1.38, SE = 0.09; t (23) = −3.42, p < 0.05], with no
difference between novel and manipulated faces [t (23) = 0.37,
p > 0.70].

When considering participants’ explicit responses, a signifi-
cant main effect of response type was not observed for fixation
rate [F(3, 66) = 1.69, p > 0.15; Figure 3B]. However, a significant
main effect of transition rate emerged [F(3, 66) = 6.74, p < 0.001];
repeated-correct faces (M = 1.19, SE = 0.10) were sampled at
a significantly lower transition rate compared to novel-correct
[M = 1.39, SE = 0.11; t (22) = −4.55, p < 0.001], manipulated-
correct [M = 1.33, SE = 0.10; t (22) = −2.04, p = 0.05], or
manipulated-incorrect faces [M = 1.52, SE = 0.11; t (22) = −4.04,
p = 0.001]. Manipulated-correct faces were also sampled at a sig-
nificantly lower transition rate compared to manipulated-incorrect

faces [t (22) = −2.12, p < 0.05]. There was no significant differ-
ence in the transition rate made to novel versus manipulated
faces, regardless of whether the manipulated face was correctly
identified as having been previously viewed [novel-correct versus
manipulated-correct: t (22) = 1.04, p > 0.30; novel-correct versus
manipulated-incorrect: t (22) = −1.35, p > 0.15].

Viewing of the hair
When considering only those trials for which the first gaze to the
hair began following the recognition response (68% of all trials),
there was no significant main effect of face type [F(2, 40) = 1.99,
p > 0.15] or response type (F < 1) on the proportion of viewing
time in the first gaze to the hair (Figures 4C,D).

Viewing of the eyes
When considering only those trials for which the first gaze to the
eyes began following the recognition response (18% of all trials),
a significant main effect of face type was found [F(2, 16) = 7.05,
p < 0.01]. Upon first arriving to the eye region, participants spent
a larger proportion of time in the eye region of repeated compared
to novel [t (8) = 2.67, p < 0.05] or manipulated faces [t (8) = 2.73,
p < 0.05], with no difference between novel and manipulated faces
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FIGURE 4 | Proportion of total viewing time spent within the

eye and hair regions during the first gaze to these regions.

Results are shown for when the first gaze ended prior to the
recognition response across (A) face type: novel, repeated, and

manipulated faces; (B) response type: novel-correct,
repeated-correct, manipulated-correct, manipulated-incorrect; and
following the recognition response across (C) face type; (D)

response type. Error bars represent SEM.

[t (8) = −1.50, p > 0.15; Figure 4C]. A marginal main effect of
response type was found [F(3, 12) = 2.99, p = 0.07]; viewing was
again longer for the repeated faces (Figure 4D).

Interim summary
Prior exposure influenced viewing to the face and to the eyes, fol-
lowing the recognition response. Specifically, viewers had a lower
rate of fixations and transitions for repeated compared to novel
or manipulated faces, and more viewing was directed to the eyes
during the first gaze for repeated compared to novel or manip-
ulated faces. The transition rate also distinguished manipulated
faces that were endorsed as “novel” versus “repeated”; specifically,
more transitions were made between face features when manipu-
lated faces were endorsed as novel, although neither significantly
differed from novel faces; thus, across the trial, before and after
the recognition response, viewing was distinguished largely for
the repeated faces; manipulated faces were viewed most similarly
to the novel faces.

DISCUSSION
Although accurate recognition of faces is readily achieved, recogni-
tion memory becomes considerably impaired if faces have under-
gone some kind of change from initial to subsequent viewings;

in particular, merely changing a person’s hairstyle can negatively
impact face recognition (Patterson and Baddeley, 1977). These
findings suggest that external and internal features may be stored
as a single unit within memory, such that changing a single fea-
ture creates a “novel” face. The present study was conducted
to determine the influence of altered features on face process-
ing and recognition. We examined the extent to which changing
an external feature (hair) would alter eye movement sampling
to the face as a whole, and to particular face features, such as
the manipulated external feature and the internal feature that
typically receives the most viewing (the eyes). Additionally, we
examined the relationship between face processing and recog-
nition, by analyzing the eye movement measures prior to, and
following, the recognition response and by examining eye move-
ments based on whether the correct recognition response was
made.

Although participants were highly accurate to recognize
repeated faces, recognition was significantly impaired for pre-
viously viewed, but manipulated, faces. These results replicate
previous findings which demonstrated a recognition deficit for
faces that had been altered from a previous viewing (e.g., Patterson
and Baddeley, 1977; Shapiro and Penrod, 1986) and suggests that
recognition for newly learned faces may not withstand changes to
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features across viewings, even when changes are made to external
features.

Viewing of manipulated faces was predominantly similar to
viewing of novel faces. Viewing to the eyes before the recogni-
tion response distinguished between manipulated faces that were
endorsed as “novel” versus “repeated,” suggesting that some pro-
cessing of an individual feature was used to support the recognition
judgment. However, viewing was not significantly distinguished
from viewing of novel faces for either type of manipulated trial;
again suggesting that the faces, even when endorsed as “repeated”
are instead processed as a novel face, and perhaps are consciously
appraised as “not exactly a repeated face.” Further, the rate of
transitions made between face features following the recognition
response also distinguished manipulated faces that were endorsed
as “repeated” versus “novel,” but again, viewing was not signif-
icantly different from viewing of novel faces for either type of
manipulated trial. All together, this suggests that the represen-
tation used to predominantly support face recognition may be
holistic in nature, and that processing of a manipulated face as
“novel” may reflect the ongoing update of the face representation
in memory (McClelland and Chappell, 1998).

PROCESSING OF FACES PRIOR TO RECOGNITION RESPONSES
Consistent with previous research (Althoff and Cohen, 1999;
Stacey et al., 2005; Ryan et al., 2007; Heisz and Shore, 2008),
viewing distinguished repeated faces from novel faces. Partici-
pants made significantly fewer fixations and transitions (slower
rate of fixations and transitions per second) to repeated compared
to novel faces prior to the recognition response. Such eye move-
ment differences between repeated and novel faces likely reflect
a kind of perceptual fluency that arises when previously stored
representations are retrieved and compared with the externally
presented stimulus (Althoff and Cohen, 1999; Ryan et al., 2007).
The fact that eye movements are altered as a result of prior viewing
history suggests that the memories for the previously viewed faces
must have been retrieved and made accessible to the participants
for comparison to the currently presented stimulus. If the memo-
ries were not accessible and/or not compared to current perceptual
input, then there would be no difference in viewing across the con-
ditions – no influence of prior viewing history. The purpose of eye
movements is to extract the most meaningful information from
the environment (Loftus and Mackworth, 1978); therefore, dur-
ing comparison, if there is redundancy detected between what is
maintained in memory and what is presented, then there should
consequently be a decrease in eye movement sampling; that is, per-
ceptual fluency may be evidenced by a decrease in eye movement
behavior that occurs as a function of repetition. When viewing
novel faces, no existing face representation in memory would exist
with which to compare the facial stimulus; as a result, all of the
face features would need to be examined in order to form a rep-
resentation of that face in memory. For novel faces, this resulted
in participants making more fixations and transitions within the
novel compared to repeated faces, in order to view and integrate
the face features, and thus inform an explicit response.

The critical question here was whether manipulated faces, for
which participants also had prior exposure in the study blocks,
would be viewed in a manner similar to repeated or novel faces

as a result of the altered hairstyle. Predominantly, participants
viewed manipulated faces similarly to novel faces, suggesting that
the internal and external facial features may be stored holistically,
as one unit in memory. Further, such findings suggest that even if
there are specialized neuronal mechanisms dedicated to process-
ing the eyes (e.g., Itier and Batty, 2009), the change to an external
feature changes the manner by which other, internal, face features
are processed, suggesting that there is a holistic representation that
governs face recognition.

However, prior to the recognition response, there was some
indication that manipulated faces may be processed differently
depending on whether they would later be endorsed as “repeated”
or “novel.” Specifically, for manipulated faces that would correctly
be called “repeated,” the first gaze of viewing to the eyes resembled
that of novel faces; whereas viewing to the eyes of manipulated
faces that would be incorrectly called “novel” was similar to that
of repeated faces. This pattern of findings may be counterintu-
itive as one might expect that viewing to the eyes would divide
simply on whether any face, regardless of prior viewing history,
was endorsed as “repeated” versus “novel.” However, the results
should be interpreted with caution as there were no significant dif-
ferences between viewing of novel and repeated faces. Moreover,
more than 50% of the trials that were excluded for this analysis
were trials of repeated faces, for which the first gaze to the eyes was
occurring as the recognition response was being made, and thus
the first gaze could not be considered as having begun and been
completed before the response. Nonetheless, the present results
hint that participants may have relied on information obtained
from the eyes early in viewing to inform the recognition response.
Early eye movement contributions to subsequent recognition have
been reported elsewhere; for example, Hsiao and Cottrell (2008)
showed that accurate face recognition judgments can be made in
only two fixations and Matthews (1978) suggested that viewers
initially fixate on the eyes to obtain a holistic view of the face to
guide further processing.

Although changes were made to the hair of manipulated faces,
overt viewing to the hair itself did not distinguish manipulated
faces from either novel or repeated faces, nor did overt viewing
to the hair distinguish repeated from novel faces. Our previous
work has shown that within scenes, viewing is increased to regions
where an object has been altered (e.g., Ryan et al., 2000; Riggs et al.,
2010). The fact that altered viewing toward the critical region was
not observed in the present study may suggest that participants
were nonetheless directing covert attention to the hair, and were
able to sufficiently encode information regarding the hair within
their peripheral vision such that direct foveation was not required.
Alternatively, the absence of foveal fixation of the hair may support
the uniqueness of face processing compared to other stimuli such
as scenes (Tanaka and Farah, 1993). Specifically, face features may
be stored as a single unit, rather than each of the features being
stored as separate “objects” that are then associated in memory,
as with scenes. Maintaining objects separately in memory would
allow a viewer to detect a change to one object, while simultane-
ously appreciating the repetition of the surrounding objects (e.g.,
Ryan et al., 2000). However, if the features are maintained in a
single unit, a change to one feature would result in the processing
of the stimulus as a novel unit. In addition, the fact that in many
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trials, participants did not make a fixation to the hair prior to
making the recognition response, even when the hair was manip-
ulated, suggests that the hair may not have been used to make
recognition decisions. This further emphasizes the holistic repre-
sentation of faces in memory. This is not to suggest that internal
and external features cannot be represented simultaneously and
separately in memory. Rather, the current findings suggest that it
is the holistic representation of internal and external features that
predominantly influences processing and recognition.

PROCESSING OF FACES AFTER RECOGNITION RESPONSES
Similar to what was observed prior to the recognition response,
viewing distinguished repeated from novel faces following the
recognition response: fewer fixations and transitions per second
were made toward repeated compared to novel faces. In addition,
participants spent a significantly larger proportion of time in the
first gaze to the eyes of repeated compared to novel faces. This sug-
gests that participants may have been continuously scanning and
integrating face features to form a new face representation in mem-
ory for novel faces, and as a consequence, spent less time in the first
gaze to the eyes. By contrast, repeated faces would not require this
continued processing given that a memory representation already
existed.

Manipulated faces were still viewed similarly to novel faces fol-
lowing the recognition response; both manipulated and novel faces
were viewed with an increased fixation and transition rate, and a
lower proportion of time spent in the first gaze to the eyes, com-
pared to repeated faces. This again suggests that internal and exter-
nal facial features may be stored holistically, since a change in an
external feature resulted in the face being viewed as “novel.” Inter-
estingly however, participants made fewer transitions per second
after the recognition response toward manipulated faces which
would later be endorsed as “repeated,” compared to those which
would later be endorsed as “novel,” although viewing of each was
similar to that of novel faces. Such findings suggest that although
manipulated faces were treated as “novel,” subsequent processing
differed depending on whether the viewer thought there was an
existing match in memory.

ACCESS AND UPDATE OF HOLISTIC REPRESENTATIONS
Viewing of manipulated faces across the trial period was ulti-
mately most similar to novel faces, suggesting that internal and
external features are stored as a single unit within memory. There
is increasing evidence from behavioral and neuroimaging stud-
ies suggesting that external features are stored alongside internal
features within a holistic face representation (Sinha and Poggio,
1996, 2002; Andrews et al., 2010; Axelrod and Yovel, 2010). As
a result, even though accurate face recognition can be achieved
even when only the internal features are presented (e.g., Anaki
et al., 2007), altering external features disrupts face recognition.
Additionally, Andrews et al. (2010) showed a significant decrease
in neural responses (neural adaptation) in the fusiform face area
(FFA) when participants viewed repeated images of faces; however,
if either the internal or external features were altered within the
face (leaving the complementary set of features repeated), there
was a release from neural adaptation, suggesting that internal and
external features are represented holistically by the FFA rather

than being maintained separately. While these findings support the
notion that internal and external features are stored holistically in
memory, the present study demonstrates that the very processing
of previously viewed faces, as evidenced by eye movement moni-
toring, differs with an external feature change, and consequently
results in a subsequent recognition deficit for such faces.

Interestingly, viewing of manipulated faces was similar to novel
faces even for those manipulated faces that were accurately rec-
ognized as “old.” Despite recognizing the face as “repeated,” par-
ticipants may have been processing manipulated faces as “novel”
as a means of updating the face representation in memory. If
manipulated faces had been viewed similarly to repeated faces,
due to repetition of the internal features, such findings would
align with general memory models that suggest judgments of
recognition are based on the “strength” or familiarity of a given
target item (Murdock, 1982; Hintzman, 1988). When a probe is
presented, traces within memory that are similar to, or contain,
the probe will be activated, and the similarity of the trace to the
probe will be evaluated. The trace will be recalled from memory
upon exceeding a particular threshold of similarity, and the target
item would then be endorsed as “repeated.” Under this account
of recognition, manipulated faces should have been processed
and recognized as “repeated” prior to the recognition response
given that the manipulated faces retained the same internal fea-
tures of the face from the previous viewing and therefore would
have been highly similar to traces stored in memory. It might then
be expected, under these memory models, that manipulated faces
would be processed similar to novel faces following the recogni-
tion response, as a new “copy” of the representation is laid down
in memory.

Instead, manipulated faces were processed as“novel”both prior
to, and following, the recognition response and were endorsed via
recognition responses as“novel”nearly as often as“repeated.”Such
findings may align more readily with models of recognition that
suggest that memory traces of items may be updated with each
encounter (McClelland and Chappell, 1998; Criss and McClelland,
2006). Under these accounts, recognizing a target item relies on
the ability to understand the characteristics or properties within
the memory trace and to be able to differentiate these properties
from the presented target item. This ability to differentiate the pre-
sented face with a trace in memory may allow viewers to identify
the differences, endorse the manipulated face as “repeated” and
ultimately display processing of the face akin to processing a novel
face. Processing of the manipulated face as “novel” (e.g., increased
transitions, fixations) may reflect the ongoing update of the mem-
ory representation based on the currently presented information,
and such updates could occur throughout the viewing period.

In summary, processing of internal face features was influenced
by changes made to external features, such that faces with altered
hairstyles were predominantly viewed as “novel.” Such findings
suggest that internal and external face features may be stored
together as one unit in memory. Applied in the context of eyewit-
ness testimony, the present research suggests that eyewitness iden-
tification may be adversely affected by seemingly slight changes in
the appearance of the previously viewed culprit. This underscores
the importance of investigating the use and reliability of eyewit-
ness testimony as evidence in the court of law, and developing
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additional objective measures of recognition that can be used in
conjunction with eyewitness reports.
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